REVERB PUBLISHING PARTNERS WITH ANDREA ELECTRONICS FOR THE ULTIMATE RAVAGED AUDIO EXPERIENCE

Andrea Electronics’ SuperBeam SB-805 is the Exclusive Ravaged Gaming Headset Offering “Array Microphone” Technology and Official Ravaged Branding

Twain Harte, CA – October 15, 2012 – Reverb Publishing today announced it is partnering with Andrea Electronics Corporation (OTCBB: ANDR-NEWS) as the exclusive branded headset for Ravaged, the highly anticipated online first-person shooter created by veteran developers 2 Dawn Games, launching October 17, 2012 for PC.

Gamers who pre-order the Andrea Electronics SuperBeam SB-805B Ravaged-branded headset will receive a special 20 percent discount off the retail price. The SuperBeam SB-805B headset is available alone (MSRP $179.95, Discounted to $143.95) or as part of the Ravaged Game Bundle (MSRP $199.95, Discounted to $159.95) and can be purchased through the Andrea Electronics SuperBeam Website (www.SuperBeam3D.com).

Andrea’s SuperBeam Ravaged-branded computer headsets – with adaptive beam forming software – received the 2012 CES Innovation Award accolade. By integrating a microphone into each earpiece to create a stereo array, Andrea Electronics has eliminated the need for a standard boom microphone for voice communications. This “boom-free” design looks more natural and provides a better user experience than traditional single element boom mics, which are known for the annoyance of inconsistent sound output when improperly positioned.
“We’re excited to partner with the folks at Andrea Electronics because they help create the perfect audio gaming package for Ravaged,” said Brian Harvey, director of strategic partnerships for Reverb Publishing. “With Andrea Electronics boom-free mic, gamers are going to love hearing all the excuses for people getting fragged in detailed clarity without any background noise!”

The SuperBeam “CANS” work with Andrea’s patented Adaptive Beam Forming technology to focus on the user’s voice while cancelling background noise for enhanced intelligibility when making VoIP calls, video chatting, multiplayer gaming or using speech recognition software. The headset also comes bundled with a dedicated in-line USB sound card to ensure superior audio performance and computer compatibility.

“The SB-805 headset was designed to give hard core Ravaged computer gamers the unique feature of embedded stereo microphones, providing clear voice pickup in a premier top of the line headset and with beam forming digital noise canceling technology that will allow users to have more freedom to eat and drink while game chatting,” said Douglas Andrea, President of Andrea Electronics Corporation. “The ear cups are also loaded with 50mm speakers that deliver powerful bass, clear midrange and sparkling highs for a high definition game sound experience.”

Ravaged is a 32-player, first-person online multiplayer shooter designed specifically for the PC and due out October 17, 2012. Created by 2 Dawn Games, a veteran developer formed by team members who previously worked on Desert Combat, Battlefield 2, and Frontlines, Ravaged is aimed at delivering on-foot and vehicle-based combat. Featuring five classes, clan support, dedicated servers, and anti-cheating methods, Ravaged provides endless value at the accessible price of $24.99.
**Ravaged** will be available October 17, 2012 for Windows PC for $24.99 at Steam, Rain, 2DawnGames, GameStop, Gamers Gate, Origin, and GameFly.

###

**ABOUT REVERB PUBLISHING:**
Launched in 2010, Reverb Publishing offers digital publishing to independent game developers on PlayStation Network, Xbox LIVE Arcade, PC, iOS and Droid, by combining production and business development support paired with the proven public relations and marketing agency expertise from its parent company, Reverb Communications. Reverb Publishing’s unique business model is form fitted for studios, ensuring that they receive the majority of the game’s revenue and maintain ownership of their titles while Reverb handles all the non-developmental tasks including production support, navigating QA, and preparing for product submission.

The PR veterans at Reverb Communications have worked on recognizable brands Guitar Hero, Rock Band, The Beatles: Rock Band, Dance Central, Star Trek Online, as well as stellar digital titles Battle Slots, Army of Darkness, BloodRayne: Betrayal, Kung Fu LIVE and the critically-acclaimed Dungeon Defenders.

For more information about Reverb Publishing, please visit [www.reverbpublishing.com](http://www.reverbpublishing.com).

**ABOUT 2 DAWN GAMES:**
Established in 2009, 2 Dawn Games is dead set on bringing the fun back into gaming. Our team is made up of passionate gamers with AAA game development experience. We have worked on titles such as Desert Combat, Battlefield 2, Frontlines and more, but now we are ready to break some rules and make some games that bring the community together for some laugh out loud experiences. Our focus is on online core gaming that requires skill and teamwork.
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**ABOUT Andrea Electronics Corporation, an American Innovator:**
SuperBeam Stereo Array Microphone headsets are the latest innovation from Andrea Electronics, an American-owned business since 1934. In the early 50’s, Andrea was among the very first elite U.S. television manufacturers. In the 60’s the company designed the capsule’s intercom communication system used in the first manned Mercury space flight and military intercoms for F16 fighter jets and helicopters. In 1998 Andrea pioneered microphone array technology, which has become a standard for hands free VoIP communication embedding its advanced noise cancellation technology into millions of computers being produced by global manufactures such as Dell (NASDAQ: DELL), and HP (NYSE: HPQ).
Andrea Electronics Corporation designs, develops and manufactures audio technologies and equipment for enhancing applications requiring high performance quality voice input. The company's patented Digital Super Directional Array (DSDA™), patented PureAudio™ and patented EchoStop™ far-field microphone technologies enhance a wide range of audio products to eliminate background noise and ensure the optimum performance of voice applications. Visit Andrea Electronics’ website at www.AndreaElectronics.com or call 1-800 442-7787.
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